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Collaboration, it turns out, is 
easier to value than it is to 
implement. The recent MetLife 
Survey of the American Teacher: 
Preparing Students for College 

and Careers (2010) shows that most middle 
and high school teachers (65%) believe that 
opportunities for collaborative teaching would 
have a major impact on their ability to ef-
fectively address the different learning needs 
of individual students. In an earlier survey, 
though, only 22% of teachers reported that 
teachers in their school regularly observe each 
other and give feedback (MetLife 2009).

The challenges to collaboration include 
a tradition of autonomy in classrooms, time and schedul-
ing constraints, lack of supportive leadership, and pressure 
for individual accountability. The Denver (Colo.) Public 
Schools (DPS) district, though, has found a way to create 
a collaborative change environment through lesson study, a 
professional learning approach that was so successful, 100% 

of the participating teachers voted to bring it 
back next year. 

Lesson study is a structured process adapted 
from Japan that enables small groups of teach-
ers to plan, observe, analyze, and refine actual 
classroom lessons. Because the focus is on the 
effectiveness of a lesson itself and what students 
learn, rather than on an individual teacher’s per-
formance, the method helps reduce the anxiety 

and resistance to being observed that some teachers feel.
In the fall of 2010, in partnership with the Develop-

mental Studies Center (DSC) and with MetLife Foundation 
support, Denver teacher effectiveness coaches set out to 
learn the lesson study process from DSC. Denver’s coaches 
watched as DSC facilitators began leading teachers through 
lesson study cycles in multiple Denver schools. A month 
later, the coaches joined the process as participants. For 
the final rounds in the spring, the Denver coaches led the 
study sessions with staff from DSC acting as coaches. “The 
ultimate goal,” said Peter Brunn, director of professional 
development for DSC, “is to get the facilitators to be self-
sufficient in lesson study so they can move on to implement 
it themselves in other schools.”

Lesson study puts a collaborative 
lens on student learning
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Three PhASeS
Each lesson study cycle consists of three phases: plan-

ning a lesson, observing student reactions to the lesson, 
and then analyzing those reactions. While the phases seem 
simple enough on the surface, they become highly complex 
in their execution. “Even if teachers are accustomed to 
collaborating in their own professional learning communi-
ties,” said Brunn, “lesson study is different because it can be 
risky to share multiple points of view that can be sources of 
disagreement, such as those on pedagogy and child develop-
ment. These types of topics are confronted in lesson study 
and necessitate a great deal of knowledge about building a 
team and a learning community.”

PhASe One: PLAn The LeSSOn
The first phase in lesson study is planning the lesson, 

where the team of teachers selects and plans a lesson to 
observe. For the beginning teams in Denver, Brunn had the 
teachers read and discuss research on lesson study and set 
team norms before picking a lesson to use. Beverly Short, 
one of Denver’s teacher effectiveness coaches participating 
in the pilot program, felt this was a critical step. “You have 
to help the teachers get into the right mindset,” said Short. 
“We started preparing for phase one by watching a DVD of 
other teachers going through the lesson study process. Then 
we read and discussed an article from researchers in Japan. 
Overall, it took about 40-45 minutes for us to get into the 
right frame of mind for planning the lesson.” 

Because planning a lesson can be a complex process, 
made exponentially so when trying 
to reach consensus within a team, 
Brunn recommended using an 
already-prepared lesson so the teams 
could spend more time focused on 
the observations and analysis. 

Once the group selected a les-
son, each team collectively complet-

ed a detailed lesson-planning form. See page 4 for a sample 
lesson planning form. The group had to reach consensus 
on what actions the teacher would take to administer the 
lesson. 

Next, the group had to determine the intended student 
behavior for each action, meaning what behaviors the ob-
servers would see in the students as a result of the teacher’s 
actions. 

Then, for each intended behavior, the group deter-
mined what anticipated difficulties the students could 
have. “For example, if the students were supposed to have 
accountable talk with each other,” explained Short, “they 
would have their bodies turned and facing each other and 
be talking. If a student was having difficulties, they may be 

off topic or by themselves.” 
Finally, the group had to decide in advance what the 

teacher intervention would be for each difficulty listed. 
“That way,” said Short, “if a student was off task or not 
demonstrating a behavior, the group had already decided 
what action the teacher would take.” 

This part of the planning process offered valuable 
opportunities for teacher discovery, said Maggie Gordon, 
teacher effectiveness coach with DPS.  “One teacher would 
casually ask if another had the kids sitting on the carpet, 
and that would lead to a 20-minute conversation about how 
where students are sitting can lead to intentional partners, 
accountable talks, and opportunities to start doing informal 
assessments. In the past, those types of rich conversations 
have been lost.” 

PhASe TwO: OBServe The LeSSOn 
Once the lesson, actions, potential difficulties, and 

teacher interventions were planned in great detail, the teams 
moved on to conducting the research lesson. 

Observing student reactions is where lesson study de-
parts from typical uses of teacher observation. Instead of fo-
cusing solely on the actions of the teacher, observers collected 
data on behaviors or objectives identified in the planning 
process. See pages 5-7 for sample data collection forms. 

Short notes that it is important for teachers who are 
observing students during this phase not to interact with 
students. “We learned that when teachers observe their col-
leagues, they frequently ask students questions about their 
lessons or about the teacher, but this interferes with the 
observation process.”

PhASe Three: AnALyze The dATA And dIScuSS 
The LeSSOn

After observing the students, each team met for a de-
briefing where the teams analyzed the students’ reactions to 
each part of the lesson. More than just looking at what parts 
of the lesson didn’t resonate with students, the teachers also 
analyzed what parts of the lessons worked for students and 

deveLOPmenTAL STudIeS cenTer 
www.devstu.org
 Developmental Studies Center (DSC) is a nonprofit 
organization that facilitates professional development 
and develops school-based and after-school programs. 
DSC’s work with Denver Public Schools is helping refine 
an approach to lesson study that can be introduced 
efficiently and cost effectively. Their work with Denver 
continues, with plans to expand to 12-15 other districts. 
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why. This in-depth analysis helped the teachers understand 
how the students made sense of the materials and what each 
student’s reactions revealed about that student as a learner. 

“During this phase, our goal was to help teachers think 
about their own instruction and their students’ thinking 
in a different way,” said Brunn. “We asked, are students 
engaged, how do we define that engagement, and how do 
we know when they are engaged?” 

Brunn used a variety of approaches to analyze the stu-
dent observations, including “time sweeps” that measured 
how much time the teacher or students spent talking. “We 
analyzed the data to learn what it told us about the lesson. 
Often it moved the teachers to rethink how they dominate 
lessons.” 

For Short, an organized facilitation process helped cre-
ate a smooth and confortable analysis. “After the observa-
tions, the person who taught the lesson would journal their 
thoughts while the observers wrote on sticky notes what 
they thought went well and what could change. We would 
post these somewhere in the room for everyone to see and 
walk around the room reading the notes before we began 
our discussion.” 

The big payoff in phase three, said Short, came in 
determining the implications for what they learned. “The 
implications are the highest value. When the teachers would 
say ‘This is what I’ve learned, and this is what I’m going to 
do,’ it was usually a big list. We would ask them to choose 
two things to do and follow up for accountability.”

why LeSSOn STudy wOrkS
At the end of the 2010-11 school year, 100% of the 

participating teachers listed lesson study as one of the 
professional learning endeavors they wanted to see return 
the next year. The Denver coaches attributed this popular-

ity to two aspects of lesson study--teacher ownership and a 
student-centered focus. 

This feeling of ownership, noted Short, helped even 
the most reluctant participants by removing the inclination 
to feel defensive when something didn’t work. 
“Because the teachers must collectively plan 
the minutest details of the lesson, the process 
becomes about lesson design. They take owner-
ship of the design and when it doesn’t work, 
they say, ‘It’s the way we worded that. We got 
from the kids what we asked for. We need to 
shift our thinking in what we asked them to 
produce.’” 

The second attribute of lesson study’s 
success is the shift in focus from the teacher’s 
actions to the student’s responses, further 
removing them from the inclination to feel de-
fensive. “When the observers go into the class-
room, they record student behaviors in the data collection 
form,” said Brunn. “Instead of looking at and evaluating the 
actions of one teacher, the group of observers is carefully 
watching the students.” 

FInAL reSuLTS
While it is too early to measure results in test scores, 

Short notes the impact that lesson study has on teachers’ 
abilities to differentiate instruction. “When we collect data 
and see that only 19 out of 26 kids understood the lesson, 
what are the implications for next steps? That is when dif-
ferentiation is on the table. We realize that we didn’t reach 
all of our students, so we ask, whom did we not reach and 
why, and what are we going to do about it?”

For teacher learning, all of the Denver coaches noted 
significant change in teacher collaboration and willing-
ness to adopt change. “A lot of teachers walked away with 
transferable skills that were good for any subject they teach,” 
observed Short. “They would walk away and say, ‘Wow, that 
is a more efficient way of doing something, so I will try it,’ 
or they may tell another teacher, ‘I can really see the dif-
ference in the way you call on students and ask the kind of 
questions you are asking.’” 

reFerenceS 
MetLife. (2010). The MetLife survey of the American 

teacher: Preparing students for college and careers. New York: 
Author.

MetLife. (2009). The MetLife survey of the American 
teacher: Collaborating for student success. New York: Author.

•
Anthony Armstrong (anthony.armstrong@

learningforward.org) is publications editor at Learning 
Forward. TS

educATOrS Agree ThAT cOLLABOrATIOn 
cOnTrIBuTeS TO SucceSS
• Greater collaboration would have a major impact on 

improving student achievement, according to 67% 
of teachers and 78% of principals surveyed. 

• Nine out of 10 teachers agreed that other teachers 
contribute to their success in the classroom.

• Teachers in schools with higher levels of 
collaboration are more likely to be very satisfied with 
teaching as a career (68% vs. 54% in schools with 
lower levels of collaboration). 

Source: metLife. (2009). The MetLife survey of the 
American teacher: Collaborating for student success. New 
York: Author.
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Preparing for the research lesson

teachers collectively complete this form to plan every detail of a lesson, including teacher actions, intended and 
unintended student behaviors, teacher interventions, etc. this form will likely need to be copied to two pages for 
one lesson.

date of lesson: _____________________ Teacher: _____________________ classroom: _____________________
Lesson purpose: in this lesson, the students will _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________.

when I do this in Step X 
of the lesson ...

... the students might 
do/say this 

(list possible responses)

Tally during 
observation

On which student 
responses might I want 

to intervene? 
what will I do?

© developmental studies center. reprinted with permission.
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word-for-word record 1: What does the teacher ask?

use this tool, parts one and two, if your team wants to examine the types of questions teachers can ask and how 
they affect student engagement and learning. this form may be completed by one or more observers, depending 
on your team’s focus and needs.

date of lesson: _____________________ Teacher: _____________________ classroom: _____________________
directions: Each time the teacher asks a question, record the exact question and the time.

TeAcher’S queSTIOn TIme ASked

© developmental studies center. reprinted with permission.
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word-for-word record 2: How do the students respond?

use concurrently with Word-for-word record 1: What questions does the teacher ask? this form may be 
completed by one or more observers, depending on your team’s focus and needs.

date of lesson: _____________________ Teacher: _____________________ classroom: _____________________
directions: Each time the teacher asks a question, record the time and exactly what the students say in response.

TIme OF 
TeAcher’S 
queSTIOn

STudenTS’ reSPOnSe(S) TO The queSTIOn

© developmental studies center. reprinted with permission.
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Time sweep: Who’s talking and when?

use this tool to measure how much time the teacher and students spend talking. this form may be completed by 
one or more observers, depending on your team’s focus and needs. subsequent analysis explores what the time 
spent talking tells the group about the lesson and how it affects student learning.

directions: Every time the speaker changes, note who begins speaking (t=teacher, s=student, s+=multiple 
students, Q=quiet/no one talking) and the time. after the lesson, calculate the number of minutes/seconds in the 
third column and the total talk times in the last row.

whO BegInS SPeAkIng? whAT TIme? # OF mInuTeS/SecOndS 
SPeAker(S) TALked

total t talk (rounded to minutes): ___________
total s+ talk (rounded to minutes): ___________

total s talk (rounded to minutes): ___________
total Q/no talk (rounded to minutes): __________

© developmental studies center. reprinted with permission.
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Learning Forward blog now available 
through Education Week

 

Thanks to a valuable new partnership with Educa-
tion Week, Learning Forward’s blog, “Learning 
Forward’s PD Watch,” is now published through 

the Teacher magazine web site at http://blogs.edweek.
org/edweek/learning_forwards_pd_watch. 

We are delighted to have been invited by Education 
Week to pursue this collaboration and view this as an 
opportunity to exchange ideas with important members 
of our profession. Through this opportunity, we can 
influence and be influenced by others who may not have 
professional learning as the singular focus of their work.

Please help us improve the value of our blog by 
reading our postings and offering your input by com-
menting. 

As we strive to highlight important topics, raise 
concerns, inspire debate, and motivate action, tell us 
what you want us to address, and let us know when we 
fail to achieve our goal. 

— Stephanie Hirsh
stephanie.hirsh@learningforward.org


